
KUWAIT: Under the patronage of Dr Rana
Abdullah Al-Fares, Minister of State for Municipal
Affairs, Minister of State for Communications and
Information Technology Affairs, and Acting
Minister of State for Housing and Urban
Development, the 9th eGovernment Forum will be
held from 23 to 25 October under the motto
“eGovernment is a Pil lar of Comprehensive
Development Renaissance.” 

EGOV9 is organized by NoufEXPO and the
Federation of Kuwait Engineering Offices and
Consultants Houses in cooperation with the Central
Agency for Information Technology (CAIT) at Al-
Baraka Ballroom at Crowne Plaza Hotel.

On this occasion, the Director General of CAIT,
Haya Al-Wadaani, expressed her profound thanks
to Minister Dr Rana Al-Fares for her sponsorship of
this vital forum that supports CAIT’s efforts to
implement the political leadership direction to
achieving Kuwait Vision 2035. Expressly, Al-
Wadaani referred to developing intelligent govern-
ment services in cooperation with all other parties.
Al-Wadaani pointed out that eGovernment is a
joint responsibility between the various govern-
ment agencies and leaderships, noting that the val-

ue of the eGovernment mission is increasing daily
due to Kuwait society’s openness to technological
adoption in all aspects of daily life.

Al-Wadaani stressed that CAIT spares no effort
to assume its full responsibilities, as the develop-
ment of government services was and remains one
of the main objectives for which CAIT was estab-
lished. She also stressed CAIT’s belief that
eGovernment is the pillar and basis for the com-
prehensive and sustainable development renais-
sance. She highly valued CAIT’s efforts made to

move towards develop-
ing advanced stages of
the eGovernment pro-
gram in the State of
Kuwait to keep pace
with its modern and
renewable concepts.

Al-Wadaani praised
and thanked NoufEXPO
and the Federation of
Kuwait Engineering
Offices and Consultants
Houses for their efforts
in organizing EGOV9.

She welcomed government institutions, private sec-
tor institutions, and speakers participating in the
forum. She hoped that EGOV9 would come up with
conclusions and recommendations that reflect pos-
itively on establishing a new and effective dynamic
to unite the efforts of developing the eGovernment
Program with the efforts to implement Kuwait’s
Development Plan.

For his part, the Deputy Director General CAIT,
Dr Ammar Al-Husseini, expressed his happiness at
the launch of EGOV9, pointing to the influential

and remarkable role played by the forum in its pre-
vious sessions and so far in directing attention
towards the importance of eGovernment for the
development and growth of societies.

Dr Al-Husseini added that we look forward to
active participation in EGOV9 by government
agencies. We are all concerned with this vital topic,
primarily since this year’s forum discusses an
important issue related to the integration, coordi-
nation, and synergy of efforts to develop the
eGovernment Program and implement the
Development Plan projects. He pointed out that this
new proposal will open new horizons that everyone
needs to reach better levels of effectiveness and
competitiveness for our beloved country while sav-
ing a lot of burdens.

Dr Al-Husseini explained that this proposal
might require us to continue the discussions and
research after EGOV9 to explore all the potential
and generate the desired benefits. Al-Husseini
thanked the global and local technology companies
and consultants for supporting EGOV during all its
sessions. He also appreciated CAIT’s partners for
continuously supporting its efforts to achieve its
eGovernment mission. 
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Saudi projects
$297 billion 
spending in 2023 
RIYADH: The Saudi finance ministry projected
Friday that the Kingdom will spend about SAR
1,114 billion (approx $297 billion) in 2023. The
preliminary budget, published by the Saudi
Ministry of Finance on Saturday, also expected
that the total revenues will be about SAR 1,123
billion (about $299). 

It projected a surplus of about SAR 9 billion
(nearly $2 billion), about 0.2 percent of the total
GDP, in 2023. The ministry stressed that it con-
tinues work to raise the efficiency and effective-
ness of spending and fiscal control and to
strengthen the Kingdom’s fiscal position,
through implementing economic and fiscal
reforms to materialize goals of the Kingdom’s
Vision 2030. 

It argued that the pre-budget statement for
the fiscal year 2023 reflects progress in imple-
menting programs and projects that support
economic growth and diversification, improving
public services, and enhancing programs for
welfare and social protection systems. Minister
of Finance Mohammad bin Abdullah Al-Jadaan
pointed to the development of the public
finance structure in the Kingdom over the past
years, as the government success in achieving
the main objective of fiscal reforms in its first
phase within the Fiscal Balance Program, which
aimed to control high rates of deficit to reach
fiscal balance in the medium term.

The second phase of fiscal reform was
launched under the name of the Fiscal
Sustainability Program, which aims in the medium
and long term to maintain sustainable fiscal indi-
cators, through spending levels that are stable
and directed to strategic spending that supports
structural change in the economy to achieve the
objectives of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030.

He added that despite the fears and crises
the world is witnessing and the accompanying
challenges and their impact on the global eco-
nomic slowdown affected by the increasing
inflationary pressures resulting from the reper-
cussions of the coronavirus pandemic and
geopolitical tensions that cast a negative shad-
ow on global supply chains, the strength and
durability of the Saudi economy enabled the
Kingdom to confront these crises. 

The decline in growth rates during the pan-
demic was limited compared to other countries
in the world during 2020, followed by a positive
growth of 3.2 percent during 2021, and high
growth rates during the first half of 2022, which
is the highest in more than ten years, with the
expectation of continuing to achieve positive
growth rates in various economic activities, as a
reflection of many structural reforms and sec-
toral strategies within the Kingdom’s Vision
2030. He stressed that the government attaches
great importance to enhancing the social sup-
port and protection system to protect citizens
from local and global repercussions. He
explained that the remarkable and expected
recovery in the Kingdom’s economy and the
continuation of the implementation of the initia-
tives and structural reforms during the past
years will lead to an improvement in economic
activity and ensure its sustainability in the
medium term. — KUNA
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UK housing 
market hit by 
budget fallout
LONDON: Britain’s housing market has been
rocked by the UK government’s costly budget, as
retail banks pull mortgage rates in anticipation of
more costly products, sparking fears of tumbling
home prices. Homebuyers are gripped by panic
after the Bank of England declared it would not
hesitate to lift its main interest rate in response to
the government’s anticipated borrowing splurge
that many see as further fuelling sky-high inflation.

‘Torrid week’ 
“It has been a torrid week for the mortgage mar-

ket,” Sarah Coles, personal finance analyst at broker
Hargreaves Lansdown, told AFP. Home-loan
providers, which offer mortgages based on the cen-
tral bank’s rate, have scrapped about 40 percent of
available products since the budget on September
23, according to data provider Moneyfacts.

That equates to more than 1,600 mortgage rates
offered for a fixed period of time. Coles said “the
market struggled to function normally” as the pound
struck a record-low against the dollar following the
economic plan announced by the government of
new Prime Minister Liz Truss.

The central bank reacted by launching emer-
gency purchases of long-dated UK government
bonds as soaring yields put pension funds at risk of
collapse. “Lenders withdrew (mortgage) rates for
new customers while they waited for the dust to
settle,” said Coles. “Once things feel more function-
al, they will be back but at a higher rate.”

Major UK bank Barclays said that “due to high

demand” it “withdrew a small number of mortgage
products from sale for new customers”. For some
time, the average mortgage rate has hovered around
two percent for a fix lasting between two and five
years, according to Moneyfacts. However, those
same mortgage deals are now approaching five per-
cent, more than doubling monthly repayment costs.

Added costs 
Tom Bill, head of UK residential research at

Knight Frank, told AFP that mortgage holders could
find themselves paying an additional “hundreds of
pounds per month, that they’re going to have to
find”, adding to the cost-of-living crisis. The
removal of mortgage deals “is a bitter pill to swal-
low for those who want to move and those with
fixed terms due to end”, said Tim Bannister, a direc-
tor at online property firm Rightmove. “And it will

impact buyers’ budgets, especially those who were
already stretching themselves.”

Richard Donell, executive director of online
property group Zoopla, said rising mortgage rates
“have been brewing for some time”. The Bank of
England has in less than a year hiked its interest rate
to 2.25 percent from a record-low 0.1 percent in a
bid to cool decades-high inflation.

Experts are predicting the BoE’s rate will peak
close to six percent in the first half of next year.
Before the budget, the market consensus forecast
had been for a four-percent pinnacle. Analysts are
meanwhile predicting that British house prices are
heading for a protracted slump after soaring in
recent times as demand outpaces supply. The aver-
age British home price surged 9.5 percent in
September from a year earlier, home loans provider
Nationwide revealed on Friday. — KUNA

LONDON, United Kingdom: An estate agents’ “For Sale” sign is pictured outside of a residential property in north
London on September 30, 2022. —AFP
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No Terminator: 
Musk teases ‘useful’ 
humanoid robot
SAN FRANCISCO: Elon Musk on Friday showed
off the latest version of a humanoid robot that the
world’s richest man said could one day eliminate
poverty.

An Optimus prototype wheeled on stage during
an annual Tesla AI Day presentation was mounted
to a small platform. The robot, which remains a
work-in-progress, waved to the audience and
raised its knees. “Our goal is to make a useful
humanoid robot as quick as possible,” the billionaire
tech pioneer Musk told the audience at the event in
Silicon Valley.

“There is still a lot of work to be done.” Tesla is
adapting its autonomous car technology to give
Optimus capabilities such as walking safely or
working on a factory floor, company engineers said
during the presentation. Another version of the
robot, built with off-the-shelf components rather
than Tesla-made parts like Optimus, walked slowly
onto the stage, pumped its fists and thrust its hips
briefly in time with music as if dancing.

“The robot can actually do a lot more than we
just showed you, we just didn’t want it to fall on its
face,” Musk quipped. Tesla is designing Optimus
robots to be produced at high rates, pushing the
price perhaps lower than $20,000, Musk said.

“This means a future of abundance; a future
where there is no poverty, a future where you can
have what you want in terms of products and serv-
ices,” Musk said.

“It really is a fundamental transformation of civi-
lization as we know it,” he said.

Musk, who once warned of artificial intelligence
being a threat to humanity, said that Tesla wants to
make sure the transition to a society in which robots
do the work and people reap the benefits is a safe
one. “We always want to be careful we don’t go
down the Terminator path,” he cautioned, referring
to a blockbuster film about a killer cyborg and not-
ing that Tesla is building in safeguards including a
stop button that can’t be tampered with.

He said Tesla will begin testing Optimus on fac-
tory floors, doing simple tasks like carrying parts,
and that the general public should be able to pur-

chase the robots in three to five years.
Musk contended that Tesla, as a publicly traded

company, would be held accountable by its share-
holders if they think it isn’t being socially responsi-
ble. “It’s very important that I can’t just do what I
want. Tesla’s structure is ideal for that.” Musk was
reprimanded by the Securities and Exchange
Commission after posting a tweet in 2018, in which
he said he had acquired funding to take Tesla pri-
vate, but did not provide proof or file paperwork
with the SEC. Musk is now is locked in a court
battle with Twitter over his effort to terminate a
$44 billion deal he made to take the messaging
platform private. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: This video screen grab made from Tesla AI Day 2022 livestream shows Elon Musk standing on
stage next to Optimus the humanoid robot in Palo Alto, California on September 30, 2022. —AFP


